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Growing up in East Tennessee, in the heart of the Conservative Christian South, as I did, I have 
known a lot of people who identify as born again Christians. Growing up in progressive religious 
communities, I have also seen a lot of “born okay the first time” bumper stickers and internet 
memes.  
 
Now, I am not a Christian, and I’ve had my own share of frustration with evangelical Christian 
theology and culture, but I never liked those slightly snarky bumper stickers.  
 
For one thing, I don’t think we’re just born “okay”― we are born AWESOME.  
 
And for another, I don’t know that I am so ready to dismiss the idea of being born again, this 
idea that we can be reborn.  
 
So I’ve been wrestling with this question ― what can it mean to me as a Unitarian Universalist 
to be born again? To be reborn? 
 
It seems to me that if we Unitarian Universalists care about transformation, about change, we 
need some concept of rebirth to be active in our lives. And the question of whether we can be 
reborn is an important one, because there are times in our lives when we need to know that 
that is possible.  
 
Something happened in my first unit of chaplain training, after my first year of seminary, that 
made this question a critical one for me.  
 
I met with a young woman who had just had one of her legs amputated below the knee.  
 
She was scared. Terrified, really. Terrified that she would lose the other leg, for medical reasons 
I didn’t really understand. Terrified that she would never walk again. Terrified that her life as 
she knew it was over.  
 
I held her hand as she cried and told me about her sister’s marriages and young children, about 
how much she longed to be a wife and mother ― how scared she was that this amputation 
meant no one would ever want to love her that way. 
 
I held her hand and listened.  
 
I was no doctor, to reassure her about her other leg, no physical therapist to help her walk with 
a prosthetic, no fairy godmother to summon a prince charming. 



I looked into her eyes and knew I could offer her no platitudes and no falsehoods. I told her she 
was right, that what she was going through was a form of death. She had the right to mourn the 
loss of that leg, and the changes that would mean.  
 
This was her long dark night of the soul ― she was allowed to be freaked out and scared and to 
consider despair.  
 
I held her hand and told her that she was worthy of love and that she had choices. This was her 
chance, I said, to choose who she would become. She was unmade. She was unmade and that 
meant her life was open to transformation.  
 
 
 
Most of our life changes aren’t so obviously traumatic as that, but there are a number of times 
in our lives that mark more than a change in scenery.  
 
There are times when we have to become someone else.  
 
Thinking about becoming other people, about transformation, made me think about theater. 
Thinking about theater made me think about Shakespeare. And thinking about Shakespeare led 
me to one of my favorite places, As You Like It, and the famous monologue in the seventh scene 
of the second act. 
 
You’ve probably heard this quoted before: 
 

All the world's a stage, 
And all the men and women merely players; 
They have their exits and their entrances, 
And one man in his time plays many parts . . . 

 
Shakespeare goes on to list seven acts, or ages, in which a man would play different characters- 
from infant to schoolboy to lover to soldier and so on.  
  
Scholars don’t agree on what that monologue meant ― what it reflected about Shakespeare’s 
own life or fears or yearnings, why it was placed in that particular scene the way it was, or really 
anything about it. It may have been filler, something Shakespeare learned in school and just 
threw into that play to poke fun of the Renaissance idea of human development. It was a 
common understanding at the time that a person went through seven stages of life, and maybe 
he was just saying something most people in his audience would have nodded along to.  
 
I’d like to think that he was suggesting that we have the power to reinvent ourselves.  
 
Maybe in saying “all the world’s a stage, and the men and women merely players” he was 
saying to the audience, Look at us, us actors here on this stage. See what power we have to 



create a new world in front of you again and again, to remake ourselves as new characters 
night after night, scene after scene? You have that power too.  
 
  
 
And we have our exits and our entrances ― no one gets to be a college student forever, or a 
professor. Every role in our lives is a transient one. 
 
When we graduate our life as a student ends, when we get married we are no longer single, 
when we change careers or retire a life we have lived ends.  
 
And when that life ends it is time to choose a new one.  
 
So there is part of my answer.  
 
Rebirth is part of life. 
 
Being a born again Unitarian Universalist means growing up, moving through life’s different 
phases and embracing the roles open to us.  
 
  
 
From Shakespeare I turned to the world of comics published online, or webcomics. 
 
Zachary Weinersmith, the brother of one of my seminary classmates, writes a webcomic called 
Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal.  
 
A couple of years ago he wrote a comic strip that seemed to me particular profound.  
He started off by saying:  
 
“Here is something true: One day you will be dead. Here is something false: You only live once.” 
 
Huh, I thought. Interesting.  
 
He goes on to assert: 
“It takes about seven years to master something. If you live to be 88, after age 11 you have 
seven opportunities to be great at something. These are your lifetimes.” 
 
I wasn’t too sure about those numbers ― they seem a bit too cut and dried to be true ― but I 
was intrigued. He seemed to be suggesting that changing what we do with ourselves can be a 
form of death and rebirth.  
  
In the comic he explained that most people never really let themselves die ― stuck in the fact 
that they’ve found something they are good at and don’t want to do anything else . . . some 



people are afraid of dying because they don’t know who they are if they aren’t doing what they 
are good at . . . and some people live as ghosts, refusing to give up on the dreams of who they 
once were.  
 
Zach wrote that we have many lives, and that this is an opportunity.  
 
He suggested spending a life writing poems, and another building things. “Spend a life looking 
for facts,” he wrote, “another looking for truth. These are your lifetimes. Use them.”  
  
The thing that stands out for me the most from that comic is the suggestion that we not only 
have the opportunity to recreate ourselves in each new act of our lives, we have to let go of the 
previous act.  
 
However attached we may be to one character we play in a lifetime, we can’t play that 
character forever.  
 
If we try, we’ll never give ourselves a chance at transformation.  
 
For rebirth to happen, this tells me, we have to be willing to die, to let what we were be shaken 
down to its foundation so that a new one can be built.  
 
Rebirth is only a part of our lives if we choose it, if we are willing to grieve and move on.  
 
In that internet comic I found another piece of my answer.  
 
  
 
The story of this congregation has become another piece of my answer of what it can mean to 
be born again.  
 
When the 1925 Santa Barbara earthquake hit our town on June 29th, one of the buildings that 
crumbled was our old stone building down on State Street.  
 
We sold that property and moved here, building this new sanctuary we sit in today over the 
course of the next few years. It was a new style of building in a new spot, off of the main road. 
 
It wasn’t just the building and building site that changed, though.  
 
Our own Gary Welterlen has spent a lot of time in our records and told me that everything 
about the congregation seems to have changed in those turbulent times.  
 
We changed how we welcomed new members, becoming more welcoming and open and less 
exclusive and elitist.  
 



We changed how we related to our ministers, moving from viewing them as employees to 
seeing them as collaborators and leaders.  
 
And we changed who was in church leadership overall, with women beginning to have a voice 
and a starring role in how things were run.  
 
Sometimes rebirth, this part of our story suggests, is about shaking off the old and moving with 
the times as we rebuild ourselves into something a little bit different, a bit more just, perhaps.  
 
 
 
  
I found one final piece of my answer about rebirth in a photo.  
 
The picture was taken by Robert X. Fogarty, who is known for his “message on skin” portrait 
project called “Dear World.”  
 
This photograph was of two Boston Marathon bombing survivors.  
 
They were a mother and daughter pair,  
the mother now missing both of her legs below the knee,  
the daughter dramatically and permanently scarred.  
 
Their portrait read, “Still standing. Still beautiful,” and it was taken on the Boston Marathon 
finish line. 
 
I looked at that picture, of those two women sitting with their arms wrapped around each 
other, the mother’s prosthetic limbs lying next to them, and saw rebirth.  
 
They had stepped into being survivors with grace and love, tenderness, and strength.  
 
They chose transformation over defeat, and with the help of their family and community have 
stepped into their new lifetime, this new act of their lives. 
  
I looked at their picture and saw reflected in it the face of the young women from the hospital 
where I did that first unit of chaplain training, and the faces many of the people I worked with 
as a chaplain resident last year.  
 
I saw all those I know who have walked through a long dark night of the soul, past despair and 
disillusionment, and emerged reborn.  
 
I saw a powerful answer to my question about what it means to be born again.   
 



As human beings we have the chance to die and be born again within our lifetimes, to find 
transformations in life’s transitions and in the things that challenge us, or even unmake us.  
 
As Unitarian Universalists we can embrace this, and with courage and creativity and love we 
can be reborn, again and again.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
PRAYER 
I invite you to enter with me into the spirit of prayer and meditation. 
 
For those who are fearful, seeing change on the horizon, we pray for courage.  
 
May your hearts lead you into discomfort and beyond, may you find hope in the chance of new 
opportunity.  
 
For those who are stuck in a place of waiting, having left one lifetime behind and unsure of 
what will come, we pray for opportunity and discernment and support.  
 
May you find a new path, and the chances you need to become whoever you might be next. 
  
For those who have just entered a new lifetime, a new section of their life, we pray for joy.  
 
May you steer through all the excitement and uncertainty of what is blossoming around you 
into the richness of all you can be.  
 
For those who find themselves at the end of an act of their life they have loved, and who are 
deep in grief, we pray for comfort. 
 
May you feel yourself held and known in our love, may you find what you need to rest with us 
here for a moment. 
 
Will all of this in our hearts, we pause together in silence for a moment.  
 


